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Figure 1. Target strength (TS) vs frequency (semi-log) and aspect angle - acoustic color - for an epoxy-filled 5inch rocket. Measured (left); Rigid body response (right).

Figure 2. Photos of the 155mm Howitzer shell and 5 inch rocket.

Figure 3. (Left) 155mm Howitzer shell, (center) 5-inch rocket, and (right) test setup on dock at Englewood, FL site.

Figure 4. 155mm shell: (left) clean shell; (center) after 16 weeks in bio fouling site; (right) blow up of upper right.

Figure 5. 5 inch shell: (left) clean shell; (center) after 16 weeks in bio fouling site; (right) blow up of upper right.

Figure 6. Shells after accelerated anodical polarization in a bath of 0.05M NaCl for a week simulating ~3 months of seawater exposure. (left) 5 inch shell; (right) 155mm shell.

Figure 7. NRL 1M gallon structural acoustic pool facility.

Figure 8. Compact range configuration: (upper left) high frequency piston source; (lower left) low frequency near field array source.

Figure 9. Measured acoustic color spectra for the clean and bio-fouled shells: (upper) five inch shell; (lower) 155mm shell.

Figure 10. TS vs frequency for 5 inch shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) bio-fouled; (Green) theory for 1.4” radius rigid disc.

Figure 11. TS vs frequency for 155mm shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) bio-fouled; (Green) theory for 2” radius rigid disc.

Figure 12. TS vs frequency for 5 inch shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) bio-fouled; (Green) theory for 2.5” radius rigid disc.

Figure 13. TS vs frequency for 155mm shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) bio-fouled; (Green) theory for 2.62” radius rigid disc.

Figure 14. TS vs frequency for 5 inch shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) bio-fouled; (Green) theory for finite rigid cylinder.

Figure 15. TS vs frequency for 155mm shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) bio-fouled; (Green) theory for finite rigid cylinder.

Figure 16. TS vs frequency for 5 inch shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) bio-fouled; (Green) theory for 1.4” radius rigid disc.

Figure 17. TS vs frequency for 155mm shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) bio-fouled; (Green) theory for 2” radius rigid disc.

Figure 18. Low frequency correlation co-efficient between TS of target 1 at $\theta_i$ and target 2 at $\theta_j$.

Figure 19. The performance (scaled combinatorial output) of the RVM classification algorithm trained generatively on even $\frac{1}{2}$ degree angles using maximum pressure magnitude, mean pressure magnitude, pressure derivative maximum, and mean pressure.
derivative maximum for 5 inch and 155mm shells and tested on odd ½ degree angles for the 5 inch and 155mm shells and every degree for the bio-fouled targets and 6 non-UXO targets.

Figure 20. The performance (scaled combinatorial output) of the RVM classification algorithm trained generatively on even ½ degree angles using acoustic color for 5 inch and 155mm shells and tested on odd ½ degree angles for the 5 inch and 155mm shells and every degree for the bio-fouled targets and 6 non-UXO targets.

Figure 21. Measured acoustic color spectra for the clean and corroded shells: (upper) five inch shell; (lower) 155mm shell.

Figure 22. TS vs frequency for 5inch shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) corroded; (Green) theory for 1.4” radius rigid disc.

Figure 23. TS vs frequency for 5inch shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) corroded; (Green) theory for 2.5” radius rigid disc.

Figure 24. TS vs frequency for 5inch shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) corroded; (Green) theory finite rigid cylinder.
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Figure 27. TS vs frequency for 155mm shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) corroded; (Green) theory for 2.62” radius rigid disc.

Figure 28. TS vs frequency for 155mm shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) corroded; (Green) theory for rigid finite cylinder.

Figure 29. TS vs frequency for 155mm shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) corroded; (Green) theory for 2” radius rigid disc.
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Figure 32. TS vs frequency for 5” shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) bio-fouled; (Green) theory for 2.5” radius rigid disc.

Figure 33. TS vs frequency for 5”shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) bio-fouled; (Green) theory for finite rigid cylinder.

Figure 34. TS vs frequency for 155mm shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) bio-fouled; (Green) theory for 2” radius rigid disc.

Figure 35. TS vs frequency for 155mm shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) bio-fouled; (Green) theory for 2.62” radius rigid disc.
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ABSTRACT

Objective: Many active and former military installations have ordnance ranges/training areas with adjacent water environments containing unexploded ordnance (UXO) due to wartime activities, dumping, and accidents. SERDP goals require the development of technologies able to detect and classify UXO, and a number of SERDP projects have been developing structural acoustic (SA) feature-based underwater sonars that can detect and localize buried (and proud) targets separating the detections into UXO vs non-UXO. These and related efforts have generated a growing library of what are called “acoustic color” data bases (acoustic scattering versus frequency and aspect) for a variety of UXO targets. It is from these acoustic color maps that classification features are derived. For the most part, these data bases do not include targets that are corroded or bio-fouled so that there is little understanding regarding how structural acoustic features might be altered by these effects. Further, the SA sonar methodology includes 3D acoustic imagery where large synthetic apertures created by the sonar’s motion allow modest spatial resolution even at the low SA frequencies so that the impact on imagery of bio-fouling and corrosion is also of interest. Our objective here is to generate a carefully controlled data base determining the effects of corrosion and bio-fouling on a UXO target’s echo characteristics i.e. on “acoustic color” from which both the classification features and images are generated.

Technical Approach: The detailed frequency/angle structure in the measured acoustic color map provides effective “fingerprinting” features for the classification algorithm. Here we measure these color maps for two UXO – a 5” rocket and a 155mm shell both filled with an epoxy resin – and then repeat the measurements after the targets have experienced bio-fouling and then corrosion. Further, we attempt to determine how the various structural acoustic mechanisms which lead to these features are affected by the bio-fouling or corrosion. For example, the color map for a rigid rocket is a good approximation for the specular scattered component. The specular component is of interest since it is used to form an acoustic image providing direct classification information such as size and shape. We will attempt to determine how the various mechanisms including circumferential and axial elastic or creeping waves travelling in the shell casing are affected. Finally, we assess the effect of the bio-fouling and corrosion on the performance of our typical RVM classification algorithm. The acoustic scattering measurements are carried out in NRL’s state-of-the-art Laboratory for Structural Acoustics Facility. The measurements are made over the broad frequency band from 2 kHz to 160 kHz and over a full 360 degrees in steps of one half or one degree. The band is covered by using two facility configurations, one the high frequency arrangement which utilizes a relatively small source and receiver and the other the low frequency system which deploys a large near-field source array to project a plane wave on the nearby target. After baseline scattering measurements are carried out on the “clean” targets, the UXO are exposed for 16 weeks underwater at an at-sea fouling location in Englewood, FL which contains an aggressive fouling community with a high percentage of hard fouling species so that significant bio-fouling occurred during this relatively short time. After completing acoustic measurements on the bio-fouled UXO, the shells are cleaned and readied for accelerated corrosion in order to produce magnetite/Hematite corrosion layers. To accomplish this, the munitions are anodically polarized in a bath of 0.05M NaCl for a week long period such that the corrosion rate is accelerated, simulating ~3 months of seawater exposure. After the corrosion process is completed, the acoustic measurements are repeated once more.
**Results:** The baseline measurements were analyzed in terms of basic echo mechanisms which included specular scattering from shell ends and cylindrical surfaces, circumferential Rayleigh wave and compressional wave ring resonances, axial compressional and creeping wave interference with specular scattering, elastic wave generation in filler due to phase matching, etc. Low frequency (structural acoustic domain) acoustic scattering measurements made on the two bio-fouled shells together with subsequent analysis demonstrated the following. Overall the bio-fouling has affected the scattering levels a small amount but not the overall acoustic color frequency-angle spectra. The level changes, amounting to on average less than 2dB for the 5 inch shell and about 5dB for the 155mm shell, would result in a corresponding drop in signal-to-noise and in turn the related detection ranges. However, the robustness of the acoustic color spectra bodes well for the performance of our RVM classification algorithms. In this regard, both the acoustic color features and certain pressure magnitude features maintain good UXO classification performance against the set of six non-UXO targets. In particular, pressure magnitude features were shown to separate 4 of 6 false targets from bio-fouled UXO whereas acoustic color features separated all 6 of 6 false targets from bio-fouled UXO. Further, we found that bio-fouling tends to attenuate some axial creeping (~ 1.2 - 1.7 kHz) and circumferential elastic waves (~ 6 kHz – 12 kHz) reducing fine structure. This is especially true for 155mm shell. Reduced levels of fine structure are expected to lead to sharper low frequency images since these mechanisms lead to echo time elongation which corrupts the time-delay beamforming processing used in imaging. Regarding the small amount of corrosion achieved in our laboratory which attempts to accelerate the corrosion process, except for the apparently anomalous change for the echo from the front and back of both shells at the lowest frequencies and the significant effect on the circumferential Rayleigh wave for the five inch shell, there is as expected no change of any consequence caused by this thin corrosion layer at the low structural acoustic frequencies. We conclude without specifically demonstrating it that there would be little impact on acoustic detection ranges, classification performance, or maximum burial depth caused by this thin corrosion layer. Regarding the measurements made over the high frequency (conventional imaging regime), the specular echo is affected only in a minor way by bio-fouling, and much of the fine structure due to creeping or elastic axial/circumferential waves is washed out (less true for 155mm shell). Finally, the thin corrosion layer has no noticeable effect on acoustic response over almost the entire band.

**Benefits:** A number of SERDP Projects have been exploring structural acoustics (SA) based sonar for detection/classification of underwater UXO which offer significant advantages over the more conventional acoustic imaging approaches including a diverse set of spatial and spectral structural acoustic “fingerprints” leading to high probability of detection, low false alarm rates and low frequency sediment penetration permitting buried target prosecution. Further, the SA approach allows the formation through SAS processing of complementary three dimensional images of the sediment volume and of any targets buried therein having sufficient resolution to allow determination of the approximate target size, burial depth, and burial angle. The combination of this information provides the necessary information regarding the presence, location, and identification of underwater UXO for effective inspection at sites requiring remedial action. Until now, there has been little or no information collected regarding the effect of seawater bio-fouling or corrosion on the acoustic color maps used to generate the SA features and images. This project has established that significant bio-fouling and/or thin corrosion layers have little impact on acoustic color or on the related classification approaches.
OBJECTIVE

Many active and former military installations have ordnance ranges/training areas with adjacent water environments containing unexploded ordnance (UXO) due to wartime activities, dumping, and accidents. SERDP goals require the development of technologies able to detect and classify UXO, and a number of SERDP projects\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^8\) have been developing structural acoustic (SA)\(^9\) feature-based underwater sonars that can detect and localize buried (and proud) targets separating the detections into UXO vs non-UXO. These and related efforts have generated a growing library of what are called “acoustic color” data bases (acoustic scattering versus frequency and aspect) for a variety of UXO targets. It is from these acoustic color maps that classification features are derived. For the most part, these data bases do not include targets that are corroded or bio-fouled so that there is little understanding regarding how structural acoustic features might be altered by these effects. Further, the SA sonar methodology includes 3D acoustic imagery\(^10\),\(^11\) where large synthetic apertures created by the sonar’s motion allow modest spatial resolution even at the low SA frequencies so that the impact on imagery of bio-fouling and corrosion is also of interest. Our objective here is to generate a carefully controlled data base determining the effects of corrosion and bio-fouling on a UXO target’s echo characteristics i.e. on “acoustic color” from which both the classification features and images are generated.

BACKGROUND

Many active and former military installations have ordnance ranges/training areas with adjacent water environments in which unexploded ordnance (UXO) now exists due to wartime activities, dumping, and accidents. SERDP goals require the development of innovative technologies able to separate UXO from false targets and to discriminate amongst UXO targets themselves. The sonar configuration of interest in this program is the shorter range, down-looking system which uses mono-static and bi-static echo responses over relatively limited angular apertures\(^5\). Because the downward-directed acoustic energy intercepts the water-sediment interface at angles well above the critical angle, sound penetration into the sediment is not an issue for most bottom types. A number of SERDP Projects\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^8\) have been exploring structural acoustics (SA)\(^9\) based sonar for detection/classification of underwater UXO which offer significant advantages over the more conventional acoustic imaging approaches including a diverse set of spatial and spectral structural acoustic “fingerprints” leading to high probability of detection, low false alarm rates and low frequency sediment penetration permitting buried target prosecution. Further, the SA approach allows the formation through SAS processing of complementary three dimensional images of the sediment volume and of any targets buried therein having sufficient resolution to allow determination of the approximate target size, burial depth, and burial angle.\(^10\)\(^-\)\(^14\) The combination of this information provides the necessary information regarding the presence, location, and identification of underwater UXO for effective inspection at sites requiring remedial action. Until now, there has been little or no information collected regarding the effect of seawater bio-fouling or corrosion on the acoustic color maps used to generate the SA features and images. This project will collect data which for the first time will has established what major impact significant bio-fouling and/or thin corrosion layers have might have on acoustic color or on the related classification approaches.
A number of SERDP Projects (MR-1513, MR-1665, MR-2103, MR-2230, etc.) have been exploring structural acoustics (SA) based sonar methodology for detection and classification of underwater unexploded ordnance (UXO). The structural acoustic approach to target detection and identification offers significant advantages over these more conventional acoustic approaches which rely only on the formation of high resolution images. These advantages include a diverse set of spatial and spectral structural acoustic “fingerprints” leading to high probability of detection, low false alarm rates and low frequency sediment penetration permitting buried target prosecution. These and related efforts have generated a growing library of what are called “acoustic color” databases (acoustic scattering versus frequency and aspect) for a variety of UXO targets. It is from these acoustic color maps that classification features are derived. For the most part, these data bases do not include targets that are corroded or bio-fouled so that there is little understanding regarding how structural acoustic features might be altered by these effects. Further, the SA sonar methodology often includes the formation of 3D acoustic imagery where large synthetic apertures created by the sonar vehicle’s motion allow modest spatial resolution even at the low SA frequencies so that the impact on imagery of bio-fouling and corrosion is also of interest.

Our objective here is to generate a carefully controlled data base determining the effects of corrosion and bio-fouling on a UXO target’s echo characteristics i.e. on “acoustic color” from which both the classification features and images are generated. We show on the left in Fig. 1 the acoustic color map measured for a five inch rocket filled with an epoxy resin. On the right is shown the acoustic color map that would result were the target perfectly rigid, i.e. the case in which no acoustic energy penetrates the target. The detailed frequency/angle structure in the measured map on the left provides effective “fingerprinting” features for the classification algorithm. In the following study, we measure these color maps for two UXO – a five inch rocket and a 155mm shell both filled with an epoxy resin – and then repeat the measurements after the targets have experienced bio-fouling and then corrosion. Further, we attempt to determine how the various structural acoustic mechanisms which lead to these features are affected by the bio-fouling or corrosion. As an example, the color map on the right in Fig. 1 for a rigid rocket is a good approximation for the specular scattered component in the acoustic echo. The specular component is of interest since it is used to form an acoustic image which provides direct classification information such as size and shape. We will attempt to determine how the various other mechanisms including circumferential and axial elastic or creeping waves travelling in the shell casing are affected. Finally, we assess the effect of the
bio-fouling and corrosion on the performance of our typical RVM\textsuperscript{7,14,15,20} classification algorithm.

The acoustic scattering measurements were carried out in NRL’s Laboratory for Structural Acoustics Facility, a state-of-the-art, 1M gallon, controlled and highly instrumented in-ground pool. The measurements were made over the broad frequency band shown in Fig. 1, i.e. 2 kHz to 160 kHz and over a full 360 degrees in steps of one half or one degree. The band is covered by using two facility configurations\textsuperscript{13,21}, one the high frequency arrangement which utilizes a relatively small source and receiver and the other the low frequency system which deploys a large near-field source array to project a plane wave on the nearby target.

**Bio-Fouling of Uxo Targets**

After baseline scattering measurements were carried out in the NRL Building 5 Structural Acoustic Pool Facility on the “clean” targets (Fig. 2), the UXO were exposed for 16 weeks underwater at an at-sea fouling location in Englewood, FL to support hard fouling testing\textsuperscript{22}. The Englewood site contains an aggressive fouling community with a high percentage of hard fouling species so that significant bio-fouling occurred during this relatively short time. The simple deployment arrangement is shown in Fig. 3.
The resulting bio-fouling achieved in the sixteen week submersion is shown in Fig. 4 together with the clean target for the 155mm shell. As can be seen, a significant amount of biological material has “grown” onto the shell. Similarly, the bio-fouled five inch rocket together with the clean target is shown in Fig 5. This bio-fouling is typically observed in barnacle (cyprid) and tubeworm (spirorbid) settlement and growth.22

Figure 4. 155mm shell: (left) clean shell; (center) after 16 weeks in biofouling site; (right) blow up of upper right.

Figure 5. 5 inch shell: (left) clean shell; (center) after 16 weeks in biofouling site; (right) blow up of upper right.
Corrosion of UXO Targets

After completing acoustic measurements on the bio-fouled UXO, the shells were cleaned and readied for accelerated corrosion in order to produce magnetite/Hematite corrosion layers. To accomplish this, the munitions were anodically polarized in a bath of 0.05M NaCl for a week long period such that the corrosion rate was accelerated, simulating ~3 months of seawater exposure\textsuperscript{22}. An anodic polarization causes the entire surface of the munition to behave like an anode, the half of the redox reaction that causes material loss. A combination of Hematite ($\alpha$-Fe$_2$O$_3$) and magnetite (Fe$_3$O$_4$) make up the corrosion product on the surface which is electrically conducting and magnetic. Magnetic properties of iron oxide minerals change according to their grain size with the critical single domain size for magnetite being 0.05–0.084 μm and for hematite 15 μm.

The level of corrosion we obtained is shown in the photographs of Fig. 6. This level of corrosion although accelerated was in effect more relevant to induction than to acoustics. Although the corrosion layer is very thin, it can produce a significant effect on the eddy current response and thus the induction signals. However, the thin corrosion layer would be expected to affect acoustic scattering only in a minor way and then predominately at very high frequencies well beyond the structural acoustic band. In this regard, future acoustic work regarding corrosion should consider mechanically removing chunks of metal uniformly over the UXO surface as a means of achieving more significant corrosion of the type expected over very long submersion times.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Acoustic Measurements

The acoustic scattering measurements were carried out at the Laboratory for Structural Acoustics (LSA) at NRL (see Figure 7) which is a state-of-the-art underwater acoustic research laboratory unique in the world\textsuperscript{13,21}. The LSA infrastructure includes a large cylindrical one million gallon (55-ft diameter x 50-ft deep) de-ionized water tank located in Building 5 at NRL. This tank is vibration isolated, temperature controlled, and heavily instrumented with in-water precision robots for nearfield acoustic holography (NAH), laser

Figure 6. Shells after accelerated anodical polarization in a bath of 0.05M NaCl for a week simulating ~3 months of seawater exposure. (Left) 5 inch shell; (Right) 155mm shell.

Figure 7. NRL 1M gallon structural acoustic pool facility.
Doppler vibrometry (LDV), and compact range measurements.

The measurements reported here were conducted with the facility in its compact scattering range mode\textsuperscript{13,21} as shown in Fig. 8. Each UXO target was suspended at mid-depth in the tank together with the source and receiver. Two sources were used for these experiments. The first source is a 3 meter long nearfield line array mounted horizontally. The line array generates a broadband pulse approximately 1 ms in duration and covers the band from 1 – 25 kHz. The spatial uniformity of the line array output is such that it emulates a farfield plane wave ensonification. The receiver used in these experiments was a vertical line array that is also suspended at the mid-depth of the tank. A second piston-like source is used to collect data in the band from 8 kHz – 160 kHz. The measurement system is designed for collection of both monostatic and bistatic scattering data. However, for the measurements reported here, only the monostatic configuration was used, i.e. the source and receiver fall along the same bisector to the target center. The scattered echo response was measured 2.7 meters from the target in 1 degree increments over 360 degrees. The data was processed to recover full complex scattering cross-sections expressible as target strength referenced to 1 meter. In this method, the time domain scattered data from the target at a given aspect angle is cleaned to remove unwanted reflections not associated with a target return, is Fourier transformed, and then normalized by a reference measurement.

**Low Frequency Studies**

The low frequency measurements for the shells both before and after bio-fouling are shown in Fig. 9. These are target strength (TS) displays versus frequency and angle\textsuperscript{13}. As such, they are proportional to acoustic color. As can be seen, overall the bio-fouling has affected the scattering levels a small amount but not the overall acoustic color frequency-angle spectra. The level changes, amounting to on average less than 2dB for the 5 inch shell and about 5dB for the 155mm shell, would result in a corresponding drop in signal-to-noise and in turn the related detection ranges. However, the robustness of the acoustic color spectra bodes well for the performance of our RVM classification algorithms.

Shown in Fig. 10 through Fig. 15 are TS plots versus frequency for the three commonly discussed and analyzed target aspects, 0° (front), 90° (side or beam), and 180° (back). In discussing the TS at these three aspects, we refer to several theoretical expressions relevant to
important mechanisms involved in the scattering process. The first describes the specular scattering from a flat, rigid disc of area $A$ versus wavelength $\lambda$ and angle $\theta$:

$$TS = 20 \log \left( A \cos \frac{\theta}{\lambda} \right)$$  \hfill (1)$$

The second relates to the scattering from a finite, acoustically rigid cylinder of radius $a$ and length $L$ versus acoustic wavenumber $k$:

$$TS = 20 \log \left( \frac{L}{2} \frac{ka}{\pi} \right)^{1/2}. $$  \hfill (2)$$

Figure 9. Measured acoustic color spectra for the clean and bio-fouled shells: (upper 5 inch shell; lower 155mm shell.)
The third refers to the well-known ring-resonance\textsuperscript{24} drop-outs with frequency at beam aspects caused by the destructive interference between the 180 degree phase-shifted specular echo and radiation from elastic waves having circumnavigated the shell at wave speed $C_{\text{elastic}}$

\[
    f_{\text{ring res}} = n \frac{C_{\text{elastic}}}{2\pi a}
\]  

(3)

The final simple expression relates to the frequency beats $\Delta f$ caused by the interference between a specular echo and one delayed by a time interval $L/C$ or $d/C$ where $L$ is cylinder length (when the second echo is created by a wave traveling down the length of the cylinder and reflected back by the end discontinuity) and $d$ is the separation between two specular surfaces and $C$ is the sound speed

\[
    \Delta f = \frac{C}{2L} \cdot \frac{C}{2d}
\]  

(4)

Returning to Fig. 10 for the 0° aspect case, we see that the overall level and frequency dependence is described well by Eq. (1) for scattering from a disc of the size of the 5inch rocket front end. Further, the 1.7 kHz fine structure is also adequately predicted by Eq.(4) which in this case would describe the creeping wave\textsuperscript{24} travelling at the sound speed down the length of the target, reflecting from the end discontinuity, and interfering with the specular reflection after travelling back to the front. Of greater importance is the observation that the significant amount of bio-fouling has not had much effect on the either the overall scattering or on the individual mechanisms described above.

These observations and conclusions are also applicable to the 0° case for the 155mm shell shown in Fig. 11 with one difference being that the overall scattering level for the bio-fouled shell has now dropped by on average about 3-5 dB. We note, however, that the fine structure we attribute to interference with the axially-travelling creeping wave has not been changed significantly even though the wave has travelled twice the cylinder length.

Next, consider the response from the back of the targets, i.e. 180°. These are

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure10.png}
\caption{TS vs frequency for 5 inch shell: (blue) clean; (Red) biofouled; (green) theory for 1.4” radius rigid disc.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure11.png}
\caption{TS vs frequency for 155mm shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) bio-fouled; (Green) theory for 2” radius rigid disc.}
\end{figure}
shown in Fig. 12 and Fig 13. The situation at the rear aspect is similar to
that found for the front end. Again we see that the overall level and frequency dependence is
described well by Eq.(1) for scattering from a rigid disc the size of the 5 inch rocket and 155mm
ends. Further, the 1.7 kHz and 1.2 kHz fine structure is also adequately predicted by Eq.(4)
which in this case would describe the creeping wave travelling at the sound speed down the
length of the target, reflecting from the end discontinuity, and interfering with the specular
reflection after travelling back to the front. In this case, the fine-structure appears greater for the
clean 155mm shell than for the 5 inch rocket, whereas the reverse was true for 0°. More
important is the observation that the significant amount of bio-fouling has not had much effect
on the overall scattering level or frequency shape. However, in this case, it appears to have
noticeably reduced the creeping wave contribution, certainly in the case of the 155mm shell.

Next we consider the beam responses at 90° as shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. For both targets,
the shape and level of the beam response is as predicted by Eq. (2) with a small level
disagreement at the higher frequencies of the 5 inch case. Further, two of the observed ring
resonances for both targets are as predicted by Eq. (3) where the first relates to the Rayleigh wave\textsuperscript{25} speed and the second to the plate compressional\textsuperscript{26} speed. Regarding the effect of the bio-fouling on both targets, we can see that there is almost no change for the depth of the compressional ring resonance but a significant change for the Rayleigh wave resonance. Apparently the bio-fouling has a large effect on the Rayleigh wave which has a significant radial displacement. On the other hand, the compressional wave having a relatively small radial displacement has not been affected significantly. For the 155mm shell, the bio-fouling has led to an overall 5 dB drop in the levels as well as the afore-mentioned filling-in of the first Rayleigh wave ring resonance dip.

Next, we consider what we consider to be a special case, i.e. 45°. We consider this quartering aspect case special because we believe that at this angle phase matching can take place between the incident wave in water and a compressional wave travelling in the epoxy filler\textsuperscript{5}. For an epoxy sound speed of 2100 m/s, the phase matching angle $\theta = \cos^{-1}(1500 \text{ms}^{-1}/2100 \text{ms}^{-1}) = 44^\circ$. That this mechanism leads to increases levels and frequency structure in the low frequency target strength has been noted in our previous publications\textsuperscript{5}.

We show in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 the quartering responses for the 5 inch rocket and the 155mm shell, respectively. As can be seen, in both clean shell cases, the low frequency response is indeed higher than that predicted for scattering from a flat disc at 45°. Further, these interior elastic waves would reflect back from the ends producing fine structure with $\Delta f \sim 2.2$ kHz as is evident at the higher end of the frequency band. We have pointed out previously that this low frequency mechanism at quartering involving the shell interior material can aid in UXO classification. In that regard, it is encouraging that it does not appear to be impacted significantly by the bio-fouling introduced here for the 5 inch rocket and for the lower end of the band for the 155mm shell.

In summary, as supported by the results displayed in the acoustic color maps of Fig. 9, the bio-fouling has not produced changes of a magnitude or nature that would be expected to significantly impact the methods we expect to exploit for target classification, viz. 3-D imaging.
and application of acoustic color-based RVM algorithms. Regarding the latter, we show later that there is little effect on RVM classification. Regarding imaging, the fact that there is some reduction in the influence on acoustic color of axial creeping waves and Rayleigh circumferential waves implies image resolution improvement since these mechanisms produce elongated echo time signals which corrupt images formed using time-delay beamforming. Further, the average decreases in the target strength are not sufficient to produce significant decreases in the target detection range including the depth at which buried targets could be prosecuted.

As further support for these conclusions, we show in Fig. 18 angle-angle correlation maps based on the low frequency TS data. These plots are generated by computing the correlation coefficient between the target strengths for two targets at each angle integrated over the entire low frequency band. We take as the baseline correlated cases the same clean targets (1 and 2) which show a perfect correlation of 1 and as the baseline uncorrelated cases different targets either one of which is clean or bio-fouled (5 – 8). For the latter, we only show the correlation result for the two different clean targets (6). As can be seen, there remains a significant correlation diagonal for the two test cases, i.e. the clean versus bio-fouled 5 inch rocket (3) and the clean versus bio-fouled 155mm shell although the correlation coefficient has dropped somewhat.

![Figure 18](image.png)

Figure 18. Low frequency correlation coefficient between TS of target 1 at $\theta_i$ and target 2 at $\theta_j$.

Finally, we present a direct evaluation regarding the effect of the bio-fouling on the performance of our typical RVM classification algorithms. In the study, we include two data sets for the “clean” UXOs. The first labeled #1 refers to the measurements made on the UXOs prior to exposing them to bio-fouling. The second labeled #2 refers to measurements made years ago on a different 5inch rocket and 155mm shell. In the following, we train an RVM algorithm.
generatively using the complete 360 degrees of acoustic scattering data for the two clean #1 UXOs measured every 1/2 degree over the band 2-24 kHz. In the first study case we use four features (maximum pressure magnitude, mean pressure magnitude, pressure derivative maximum, and mean pressure derivative maximum). The testing is carried out using the same features on clean #1 UXOs at every 1/2 degree, every odd 1/2 degree for bio-fouled #1 shells and every 1 degree for all others. For this test, the RVM scaled probability is determined over each of eighty 21 degree apertures stepped by ½ (or 1) degree at a time and then taking the product of the eighty P’s raised to the 1/80 power. This is done over the full 360 degrees stepping the 80 degree sector 1 degree at a time and plotting a scaled version of $P(\theta_{sector})$ for each target as shown in Fig. 19.

In this result, we show testing results for the two sets of clean UXO targets: the 5 inch rocket and 155mm shell used in this study for which the target strength was measured before exposure to seawater and the same target types measured some years ago in the same facility. The results for the two bio-fouled targets shown within the red contour fall just below the results for both sets of clean targets. For comparison, we show results for six non-UXO targets as listed. Four of these non-UXO targets fall well below those for the bio-fouled UXO. Two of the non-UXO – a metal sphere and a cinderblock – fall within the same levels as the bio-fouled targets.

Figure 19. The performance (scaled combinatorial output) of the RVM classification algorithm trained generatively on every ½ degree angles using maximum pressure magnitude, mean pressure magnitude, pressure derivative maximum, and mean pressure derivative maximum for 5 inch and 155mm shells and tested on every ½ degree angles for the 5 inch and 155mm shells and every degree for the bio-fouled targets and 6 non-UXO targets.

Next, we carry the above study using the acoustic color features rather than the four aforementioned pressure level – related features. The results are shown in the similar plot in Fig. 20 except that the testing on clean UXO is done every degree. In contrast to the results for the other features presented in Fig.19, here the RVM scaled output for the bio-fouled UXO falls...
between the two sets of clean UXOs. However, the bio-fouled RVM output falls within the same bounds as that for the previous features in Fig. 19. Thus the fact that the result for the acoustic color feature is above that for the #2 clean UXO set suggests an issue with the #2 clean UXO set results rather than with the bio-fouled UXO. It is however very encouraging that the RVM output for the bio-fouled UXO (within the red contour) is well above that for all of the non-UXO.

![Graph showing RVM output for different targets](image)

**Figure 20.** The performance (scaled combinatorial output) of the RVM classification algorithm trained generatively on even ½ degree angles using acoustic color for 5 inch and 155mm shells and tested on odd ½ degree angles for the 5 inch and 155mm shells and every degree for the bio-fouled target s and 6 non-UXO targets.

Next we present the low frequency acoustic scattering results for the lightly corroded shells. The acoustic color maps for the two corroded shells are shown in Fig. 21. As discussed previously, we observe very little change in the acoustic color maps due to this relatively thin corrosion level. The one exception to this is the structure seen at 0° and 180° (front and back) at very low frequencies i.e. about 4 kHz and below, and we comment on this after displaying the line plots below. In Figs. 22 – 25 are shown the 0°, 180°, 90°, and 45° line plots for the corroded five inch shell. As can be seen, for scattering from the front and back and to a somewhat lesser degree for 45° there are only subtle changes in the spectral response. In the 90° case, the levels are unaffected, but the Rayleigh wave ring resonance dip is gone indicating some damping or decoherence of the Rayleigh circumferential wave which seems surprising for such a thin corrosion layer.
Figure 21. Measured acoustic color spectra for the clean and corroded shells: (upper) five inch shell; (lower) 155mm shell.
Figure 22. TS vs frequency for 5inch shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) corroded; (Green) theory for 1.4” radius rigid disc.

Figure 23. TS vs frequency for 5inch shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) corroded; (Green) theory for 2.5” radius rigid disc.
Next we show the corroded shell line plots for the 155mm shell in Figs. 26 – 29. The 0° case shown in Fig. 26 exhibits almost no change except for the aforementioned decrease at 4 kHz and below. This is even more the case for the 180° case shown in Fig. 27. The color maps shown in Fig. 21 illustrate that this drop-out has some extent in aspect angle. How such a thin corrosion layer can have such a large impact is unclear. In the 90° case, the clean and corroded cases are basically identical including the detail in the ring resonances. That the circumferential Rayleigh wave in the 155 shell appears unaffected by the thin corrosion layer is opposite to what was seen in the corroded 5 inch shell case, and we do not understand this contrast. Finally, the 45° response is also basically unchanged.

In summary, except for the apparently anomalous change for the echo from the front and back of both shells and the significant effect on the circumferential Rayleigh wave for the five inch shell, there is as expected no change of any consequence caused by this thin corrosion layer at the very low frequencies. We conclude without specifically demonstrating it that there would be little
impact on acoustic detection ranges, classification performance, or maximum burial depth caused by this thin corrosion layer.

Figure 26. TS vs frequency for 155mm shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) corroded; (Green) theory for 2” radius rigid disc.

Figure 27. TS vs frequency for 155mm shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) corroded; (Green) theory for 2.62” radius rigid disc.
Next we present the measurements made over the high frequency band 20 kHz - 160 kHz. Most of the focus to date in our previous SERDP research has centered on the “structural acoustics” regime (SA), the band from 2 kHz to 25 kHz as discussed in the previous section of this report. As can be clearly seen in Fig.1, the character of the acoustic color spectrum is rich in frequency-angle structure in this band which is directly related to a variety of scattering mechanisms. As further illustrated in the acoustic color display of Fig. 1, above the SA band, the echo response becomes much more related to what is called geometric scattering, i.e. one determined mainly by shapes and sizes and less by elastic phenomena. We present the following high frequency results both from an interest in being complete but also because this band is one in which high resolution sonars operate in search of proud and partially-buried targets. Regarding the latter, we are interested in determining whether bio-fouling or corrosion effects decrease UXO target strengths so as to diminish S/N and effective proud and partially buried UXO detection ranges.

![Figure 28. TS vs frequency for 155mm shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) corroded; (Green) theory for rigid finite cylinder.](image1)

![Figure 29. TS vs frequency for 155mm shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) corroded; (Green) theory for 2” radius rigid disc.](image2)

**High Frequency Studies**
for these higher resolution sonars. We are also interested in surmising whether significant bio-
fouling can blur the otherwise sharp images typically formed by these high resolution sonars.

We show the high frequency acoustic color maps for the clean and bio-fouled shells for both
targets in Fig. 30. As can be seen, there are only subtle changes caused by the bio-fouling. To
look at these in more detail, we present the line plots for the front, back, and side direction as a
function of frequency.

![Figure 30. Measured acoustic color spectra for the clean and bio-fouled shells: (upper) five
inch shell; (lower) 155mm shell.](image)

We show the high frequency target strength for the clean and bio-fouled five inch rocket for 0°
(target front) in Fig. 31 and for 180° (target back) in Fig. 32.

As can be seen for the 0° case, ignoring the broad 48 kHz modulation, the overall level and
frequency shape is well explained by specular scattering from a rigid disc the size of the 5 inch
rocket front as given by Eq. (1). As can be seen in the photo inset, the front end has a 1.57cm
deep cavity at its center, and as predicted from Eq. (4) this cavity produces an interference
structure whose periodicity is 48 kHz. This broad lobe structure is clearly seen in Fig. 31.
Further, interference between the specular reflection and creeping waves travelling back and
forth at the sound speed along the UXO length with 1.7 kHz fine structure as predicted by Eq. (4)
is also clearly seen. Comparing the clean and bio-fouled results shows that there is very little
change in the level or broad structure but that there is some reduction in the creeping wave
component level.

Turning to the 180° case shown in Fig. 32, as outlined in the figure, the back end of this UXO
has a concave structure which produces through interference a broad 125 kHz response lobe.
which clearly drags down the overall disc-predicted response. Further, we see a large 7.6 kHz superimposed fine structure which is exactly predicted for a radial wave travelling down the length of the UXO with the compressional plate-wave speed and then reflecting back as it meets the discontinuity associated with the tapered radius. One can also see a hint of the axial creeping wave 1.7 kHz fine structure. Comparing the clean and bio-fouled results shows that there is very little change in the level or broad structure but that there is a significant reduction in the compressional wave 7.6 kHz fine structure level and a modest drop in the creeping wave fine structure.

Next, we consider the beam response (90°) as shown in Fig. 33. The otherwise successfully applied rigid scattering expression in Eq. (2) is now seen to agree with the data and its rise with frequency at the low end of the band, but the

Figure 31. TS vs frequency for 5” shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) bio-fouled; (Green) theory for 1.4” radius rigid disc.

Figure 32. TS vs frequency for 5” shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) bio-fouled; (Green) theory for 2.5” radius rigid disc.

Figure 33. TS vs frequency for 5” shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) bio-fouled; (Green) theory for finite rigid cylinder.
data then levels off and no longer increases as does the rigid model. As indicated in the lower left hand corner, at the receiver-to-target distances used in the measurements (3.7m), we enter the near field above about 25 kHz where the TS expression now shifts to one independent of frequency\textsuperscript{23} viz.

\[
\text{TS}_{\text{near-field}} = 10 \log \left( \frac{aR}{2} \right).
\]  

(5)

For the radius of the shell and measurement range, Eq. (5) predicts -11dB which is in good agreement with the TS value to which the measurements level off. We are not certain regarding which circumferential waves are responsible for the several narrow frequency drop outs seen in the middle of the band. Regarding the effect of bio-fouling, we see that now for the first time there is a modest increase in scattering level over the upper frequency half of the band which is probably due to the reduction of this circumferential wave and its destructive interference with the specular return.

Next, we show the high frequency target strength for the clean and bio-fouled 155mm shell for 0° (target front) in Fig. 34 and for 180° (target back) in Fig. 35. In both cases, the predictions from Eq. (1) for rigid disc scattering describe the measurements well except that the predicted levels are several dB higher. Similar to the other UXO, interference with creeping waves travelling back and forth along the length of the shell at the sound speed produce a 1.2 kHz fine structure at 0° whereas analogous axially travelling compressional waves produce 7 kHz fine structure at 180° in addition to the creeping wave 1.2 kHz fine structure. Regarding the effect of bio-fouling, similar to what was found for the five inch rocket, we see almost no drop in the overall levels but a significant drop in the axially propagating compressional and creeping waves.
Finally, we show the beam (90°) response for the 155mm shell in Fig. 36. As in the case for the other UXO, as we move beyond 20 kHz, the measurements are now in the nearfield and have become independent of frequency although slightly lower than predicted. In addition, there appears to be a small broad depression for the bio-fouled shell near 120 kHz from some unknown mechanism. We also see the dropouts related to the at this point unknown ring resonances as in the previous case. Regarding the over-all effects of bio-fouling at high frequencies, the bio-fouling has resulted in a modest decrease in the overall level as well as a decrease in the influence of axial creeping and compressional waves.
As we did with the low frequency data, we show in Fig. 37 angle-angle correlation maps based on the high frequency TS clean versus bio-fouled data. These plots are generated by computing the correlation co-efficient between the target strengths for two targets at each angle integrated over the entire low frequency band. We take as the baseline correlated cases the same clean targets (1 and 2) which show a high correlation and as the baseline uncorrelated cases different targets either one of which is clean or bio-fouled (5 – 8). For the latter, we only show the correlation result for the two different clean targets (6). As can be seen, there remains a significant correlation diagonal for the two test cases, i.e. the clean versus the bio-fouled targets.

Next, we present the high frequency TS maps (acoustic color) for the corroded target responses for both the five inch and 155mm shells. As can be seen in Fig. 38, as expected there is very little difference between the color maps for the clean and corroded targets.
For completeness, we present the line plots for the usual angles for the clean and corroded targets in Figs. 39 – 44. All of these line plots confirm that there is really no experimentally significant differences detected over the high frequency band between the clean and corroded shells.

Figure 38. Measured acoustic color spectra for the clean and corroded shells: (upper) five inch shell; (lower) 155mm shell.

Figure 39. TS vs frequency for 155mm shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) bio-fouled; (Green) theory for 2.62” radius rigid disc.

Figure 40. TS vs frequency for 5” shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) corroded; (Green) theory for 2.5” radius rigid disc.
Figure 41. TS vs frequency for 5” shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) corroded; (Green) theory for rigid finite cylinder.

Figure 42. TS vs frequency for 155mm shell: (Blue) clean; (Red) corroded; (Green) theory for 2” radius rigid disc.
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH/IMPLEMENTATION

In the case of bio-fouling, we were able to achieve substantial levels of fouling with a high percentage of hard fouling species so that significant bio-fouling occurred during this relatively short time (16 weeks). Contrasted with this, accelerated corrosion intended to produce magnetite/Hematite corrosion layers by anodically polarizing the UXO in a bath of 0.05M NaCl for a week long period simulating ~3 months of seawater exposure achieved only a very thin corrosion layer.

We can draw several conclusions from this limited but to our knowledge first study on the effects of bio-fouling and corrosion on the structural acoustic and acoustic response of two typical UXO. (1) Significant bio-fouling does not have a large impact on broadband echo characteristics...
(acoustic color or target strength) and is not expected to degrade performance of existing RVM classification algorithms. (2) Significant bio-fouling is not expected to impact image quality. In some cases, it is expected to improve image quality by decreasing creeping and elastic wave contributions which corrupt the time delay beamforming processing used to form images. (3) Significant bio-fouling may (e.g. 155mm shell) or may not (e.g. 5 inch shell) decrease the detection range. In the former case, the several dB drop in the overall echo level would produce only a modest decrease in the depth at which buried targets could be prosecuted. (4) Light corrosion has no important effect on the acoustic echo data. Further corrosion studies should be carried out perhaps simulating long term corrosion by mechanically removing chunks of metal uniformly over the UXO surface.
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